We extend the work in New J. Phys. 19, 103015 (2017) by deriving a lower bound for the minimum time necessary to implement a unitary transformation on a generic, closed quantum system with an arbitrary number of classical control fields. This bound is explicitly analyzed for a specific N-level system similar to those used to represent simple models of an atom, or the first excitation sector of a Heisenberg spin chain, both of which are of interest in quantum control for quantum computation. Specifically, it is shown that the resultant bound depends on the dimension of the system, and on the number of controls used to implement a specific target unitary operation. The value of the bound determined numerically, and an estimate of the true minimum gate time are systematically compared for a range of system dimension and number of controls; special attention is drawn to the relationship between these two variables. It is seen that the bound captures the scaling of the minimum time well for the systems studied, and quantitatively is correct in the order of magnitude.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum speed limits characterize the maximum speed a quantum system can evolve towards some specific target state or propagator matrix. For instance, one type of quantum speed limit especially relevant to quantum computation [1] characterizes the maximum speed at which a quantum system can evolve towards some target unitary propagator. During the last decades, quantum speed limits have been developed for closed [2, 3] as well as for open quantum systems [4, 5] for a wide range of quantum processes using a variety of proof strategies (for a range of examples see [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] ). Furthermore, there is a direct connection between the maximal attainable precision in quantum metrology and the maximum speed at which a quantum system can evolve [11] . For current reviews regarding the quantum speed limits we refer to [12, 13] .
The quantum speed limit is of particular importance for the practical implementation of quantum information protocols, since it characterizes their feasibility in terms of time and energy scales. However, the determination of the relevant time scales to run a quantum algorithm described by a sequence of unitary gates is still a challenging and fundamental problem. Some progress has recently been made towards characterizing the qubit systems for which unitary operations can be implemented efficiently with adequate control resources [14, 15] . However, other than for simple idealized low dimensional systems [16] [17] [18] [19] , a tight and tractable speed limit formula is still missing for implementing unitary gates depending on the available controls and the system size.
Typically, unitary gates are implemented using some classical time dependent fields which control the evolution of the system described by some fixed Hamiltonian H 0 so that the total Hamiltonian becomes time dependent. Within the framework of quantum control theory [20] [21] [22] , the goal is then to design suitably shaped pulses in order to implement a desired gate. Clearly, in order to be practically applicable, the length of the control pulses, henceforth referred to as the minimum gate time T , should not exceed a certain time scale on which other effects (such as decoherence) can often no longer be neglected. Moreover, for time dependent systems, surprisingly little is known about a lower bound on the minimum time to implement a unitary gate. Furthermore, to the authors best knowledge, no algorithm exists which has been proven to converge to time optimal controls for quantum control systems. Although some progress has recently been made for a system with a single control field [23] , for generic quantum control systems a quantum speed limit formula is still missing for the implementation of a gate. The bound on the minimum gate time developed in [23] depends on the nature of the gate, the norm of the free evolution Hamiltonian H 0 −1 , and the highest permitted control field amplitude. We note that the speed limit captured therein persists with nonzero value in scenarios where the control amplitude is unbounded. However, the central result of [23] does not scale with the dimension of the system being considered, nor does it depend on the number of controls being used to implement a gate, as only systems with a single control are considered. Since numerical simulations suggest that the minimum gate time increases when the dimension of the system is increased [24] [25] [26] , the bound in [23] becomes a poor estimate for T for high dimensional systems. For unconstrained control fields a more accurate lower bound on T should therefore depend on the goal gate G, the Hilbert space dimension of the quantum system being considered, the number of controls being used to implement G, and the nature of the control coupling captured in the control Hamiltonian matrices.
Herein we extend the work in [23] , deriving a lower bound for the minimum gate time T for a generic quantum control system consisting of an arbitrary number of controls (see Eq. (8)) and present a system for which the bound captures the system dimension dependence of the quantum speed limit. Specifically, for a system consisting of N levels, we show that the obtained bound scales at least as O( √ N ). Furthermore, we numerically inves-
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tigate the tightness of the derived bound and study the interplay between the number of controls and the system size. We show that increasing the number of levels has a qualitatively and quantitatively similar effect on the minimum gate time as decreasing the number of controls to implement a specific SWAP gate.
II. DERIVATION OF THE BOUND
We consider the following control system,
on the unitary group U(d) consisting of unitary d × d matrices. Before we investigate the dependence of the minimum time on the number of system controls, we first tighten the bound obtained in [23] for a single control field
where we refer to H 0 and H c as the drift and the control Hamiltonian, respectively and f (t) is the corresponding control field. We remark that we assume here that the control field enters in a bilinear way [27] . At the final time T , the control field implements the goal unitary transformation G ∈ U(d) so that U (T ) = G. In order to tighten the bound in [23] we define a new control system by conjugating the Hamiltonian (2) by arbitrary
noting thatŨ (T ) = V † GV . Following the approach in [23, 28] we use
H(t) −H(t) dt, which is valid for any unitarily invariant norm, to obtain
The above lower bound on the time T to implement a goal operation G holds for all V that commute with the control Hamiltonian. By introducing the stabilizer
we obtain the tightest bound by taking the maximum, i.e.,
We now turn to deriving a lower bound for the minimum gate time for a control systems with M controls described by the set of control Hamiltonians {H k } M k=1 so that
Consider any V ∈ k Stab(iH k ) so that the conjugated Hamiltonian is given bỹ
In this case the lower bound (4) still holds for all V in the intersection of the stabilizers of the considered controls. Thus, the tightest lower bound is obtained by maximizing over V , i.e.,
We remark here that the dimension of the intersection of the stabilizers decreases when more control Hamiltonians are present. Thus, this gives us a hint that more control decreases the speed limit (8), as a smaller set of V is maximized over, which yields a lower maximum bound. However, the maximization in (8) (8) to analyze the dependence on d and on the number of controls in more detail. The tightness of the bound is then finally studied by comparing the results with a gradient-based search [29] [30] [31] [32] for the control field to implement a specific G for different gate times T .
III. N-LEVEL SYSTEM
We consider a N-level system described by the Hamiltonian
such that the normalized drift Hamiltonian reads H 0 = h h , where any, not necessarily unitarily invariant, matrix norm is used. However, throughout this section, we use the Hilbert Schmidt norm ( A = tr{A † A}) for which one has h = 2(N − 1). Control is exerted through the set of projectors {P j }, i.e., H j = |j j|. These control Hamiltonians physically correspond to a change in energy of the levels of the system induced by the driving of the control field f j . The Hamiltonian (9) represents the first excitation sector of a spin chain with a nearest neighbour isotropic Heisenberg interaction [26, 33] , and it is well known that a single control P 1 is enough to generate a fully controllable system [33] . As a goal gate G we take the SWAP operation between the first and the N-th level given by
We remark here that the N-level system has recently been analyzed in great detail in [34] for the case when one control is present and the control field is chosen randomly. Based on unitary q-designs it was shown that the time to implement a generic goal gate operation scales as O(N 3 ).
A. Analytical assessment
In order to get some intuition about the derived lower bound we begin by analyzing (8) for a specific V ∈ j Stab(iP j ). We take
so that the transformed drift Hamiltonian reads
) and the rotated goal gate operation is given by
Thus, for the (normalized) N-level system given by (9) the minimum gate time for implementing a SWAP operation between the first and the Nth level scales at least as ∝ √ d. We remark here that the system size dependent behavior of the obtained lower bound is a significant improvement over known quantum speed limits, since they do not depend on the dimension of the Hilbert space of the system being considered. For instance, the bound in [23] scales as ∝ H 0 −1 yielding for the N-level system and G given above that the lower bound is T ≥ 2 for all N . Thus, the bound in (8) significantly improves the ability to assess the dimensional scaling of the quantum speed limit.
Furthermore, independent of the number of controls M = |{P j }| used to implement the SWAP gate, the unitary operation V given by (11) is always in the intersection of the stabilizers that correspond to the controls. Thus, independently of how many and which specific energy levels can be arbitrarily shifted, a SWAP operation cannot be implemented in a time less than 2(N − 1). In order to both obtain the tightest bound (8) over all appropriate unitaries V , and to study the dependence of the bound on the number of the controls M , we numerically carry out a maximization over all such V .
B. Numerical assessment
Since the controls are given by a set of projectors
, we note that every unitary V ∈ k Stab(iP k ) is of the form
where
Thus, V can be parameterized by
+ M complex variables. Once a parametrization is made, the standard optimization algorithms BFGS [35] and L-BFGS-B [36] are run to maximize the quantity [G,V ] [H0,V ] and the best result over all algorithms is taken. Because the dimension of the parameters scales quadratically with the dimension of the system, we are able to feasibly run up to N = 15 levels on a desktop computer.
In order to study the tightness of the bound we compare our results with the minimum gate time obtained from numerical gate optimization using GRAPE [29, 30] included in the Python control package QuTip [37, 38] . That is, the normalized gate error
with a goal operation G given by (10) Comparison of the obtained bound (8) with the minimum gate time obtained from numerical gate optimization of the gate error (14) using GRAPE for the N-level system (9) with a SWAP operation (10) as the goal. The solid surface plot represents the bound and the transparent surface plot represents the GRAPE data, both as a function of the number of levels N ∈ [2, 15] and the number of controls M ∈ [1, 14] . The inset plot show the same data for a fixed number of controls M = 1 (a), and a fixed number of levels N = 15 (b), wherein the solid grey line represents the bound and the solid black line the minimum gate time obtained from GRAPE.
The results are shown in figure 1 wherein the solid surface plot represents the numerical evaluation of the bound (8) as a function of N ∈ [2, 15] and M ∈ [1, 14] and the transparent surface plot represents the minimum gate times obtained from GRAPE. The inset plot shows (a) the minimum gate time as function of the number of levels N for a fixed number of controls M = 1, and (b) the minimum gate time as a function of the number of controls for N = 15 levels. The solid black line represents the data obtained from GRAPE, whereas the solid grey line represents the bound (8) .
Although the minimum gate times obtained from GRAPE differ from the numerical optimization of the lower bound (8), we first note that the lower bound yields a similar scaling ∝ N 2 . We further note that the constant of proportionality in the case studied is almost exactly 4. Interestingly, since the plots (a) and (b) are almost symmetric, the numerical analysis suggests that the minimum gate time for implementing a SWAP operation through varying the energy levels of a N-levels system depends in a similar fashion on the dimension of the system and the number of controls being used. We can conclude that reducing the number of controls has a similar effect on the minimum gate as increasing the system size.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We note that the inequality used to obtain the bound holds for any unitarily invariant norm, thus giving an additional variable over which to optimize in order to better estimate the minimum time. Further work will incorporate optimization over the p norms specifically. We further note that we have normalized H 0 = h h using a matrix norm. In general, if the drift Hamiltonian is normalized by some constant N , the lower bound (4) becomes
Such a normalization is motivated by physically reasonable constraints, for instance, to ensure that the thermodynamic limit exists or that the total energy density remains finite when the system is scaled up. We conjecture that is is always possible to find for any dimension a goal operation G and a unitary gate V such that
is a dimension independent constant C, and that subsequently for such gates T ≥ C · N . Consequently, the quantum speed limit is determined by the physical constraints given by the normalization constant N . We have presented a computationally tractable quantum speed limit formula for arbitrary unitary gates which scales with the system dimension. Furthermore, we have shown that this bound captures physically relevant aspects of the scaling of the minimum time for a specific SWAP gate in an N-level system frequently studied in quantum information science. We have further shown that the bound can be used to compare the effects of both additional levels, and of additional control fields on the minimum gate time. One sees that the effects of both are approximately inverse to each other.
We see that although the bound has qualitatively reasonable scaling properties for larger numbers of controls and levels, the true minimum time is no longer well estimated and that the literature still does not contain a systematic methodology for obtaining minimum times in quantum control systems, either analytically or numerically.
Given a control system and a goal unitary, it is an interesting question which control Hamiltonians (perhaps among a restricted available set) will be most beneficial to improving the minimum time. The form of (8) can provide some guidance as to the optimal 'resource' to add to a quantum control system in order to reduce the minimum time: one should add a control Hamiltonian (from the physically available set) which makes the intersection of the stabilizers of all the control Hamiltonians as small as possible. Doing so ensures that the set of V over which one maximizes will be as small as possible, and thus give a lesser lower bound on the minimum time. This direction will form the basis of future work. 
